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ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional (3D) structure of RNA usually plays an important role in the recognition with
RNA-binding protein. Along with the discovering of RNAs, several RNA databases are developed to study
the functions of RNA based on sequence, secondary structure, local 3D structural motif and global
structure. Based on RNA function and structure, different RNAs are classified and stored in SCOR and
DARTS, respectively. The classification of RNA structures is useful in RNA structure prediction and
function annotation. However, the SCOR and DARTS are not updated any more. In this study, we present
an RNA classification database RR3DD based on RNA fold with the global 3D structural similarity. The
RR3DD includes 13,601 RNA chains from PDB and mmCIF format structures which are classified into 780
RNA folds. The RNA chains from PDB and mmCIF format structures are aligned and clustered into 675
and 220 RNA folds, respectively. By analysing the RNA structure in RR3DD, we find that there are 11
clusters with more than 50 members. These clusters include rRNAs, riboswitches, tRNAs and so on. By
mapping RR3DD into Rfam, we found that some RNAs without annotation by Rfam can be annotated
through structural alignment. For example, we analysed tRNAs and found that tRNA were successfully
grouped in RR3DD for which Rfam did not classify them into one family. Finally, we provide a web
interface of RR3DD offering functions of browsing RR3DD, annotating RNA 3D structure and finding
templates for RNA homology modelling.

Introduction
RNA is an essential molecule in vivo, and it can perform its
function by binding protein. To investigate the relationship
between RNA sequence, structure and function, many func
tion-based and structure-based RNA databases have been
developed. Rfam is a structural database for collecting and
classifying non-coding RNAs [1]. In Rfam, RNAs are clus
tered into a family through the seed alignment generated by
experts with RNA secondary structures. The secondary struc
tures of RNAs for classification in Rfam are derived from the
computational prediction and experimental data. Based on
Rfam, Boccaletto et al. proposed RNArchitecture, a four-level
classification system, focusing on RNA secondary structure
by defining the RNA fold similar to protein fold in SCOP or
CATH [2]. In RNArchitecture, the central level of classifica
tion is Family, which is based on RNA secondary structure
similarity. The second level is Superfamily consisting of
Families with similar structures and functions (evolutionarily
related). The third level is Architecture grouped by the
Superfamilies sharing a similar core structure. The highest
level is Class which only consisted of two members. In
DARTS [3], Abraham et al. classified 1333 RNA structures
into 94 clusters. Because they found dissimilar RNA tertiary
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structures with similar 2D structures, which can be classified
into the same family by Rfam or RNArchitecture. Besides
Rfam and RNArchitecture, several databases focus on 3D
structural motif in RNA structure. SCOR is a global struc
tural database which is based on function. It also classified
3D motifs based on local structure [4]. In SCOR, Motifs are
extracted from RNA 3D structures and then classified with
Directed Acyclic Graph (2.0 later) or hierarchical clustering
(1.2 before). In SCOR2.0, it contains 511 RNA structures
downloaded from PDB. And total 5880 secondary structural
motifs from these RNA structures are grouped into 2104
hairpin loops and 3776 internal loops. These loops are also
annotated as special 2D structural motifs. However, DARTS
and SCOR are no longer maintained. Since most of the RNA
functional sites are resided in the RNA loop region, there are
three databases that based on the loop. RNA 3D Motif Atlas
database includes 3D motifs extracted from RNA 3D struc
ture in PDB with FR3D [5,6]. The motifs are classified based
on the geometric similarity and structural annotations. Like
the classification of motifs in RNA 3D Motif Atlas, RNAMCS
takes the effect of base pairing on structural similarity into
account [7]. In RNAMCS, motifs are extracted from the RNA
tertiary structure and grouped into 191 clusters. Besides, in
DART, motifs are classified with the RNA 3D structural
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alignment approach ARTS, which takes the sequence and
secondary structure into account at the same time [3,8].
The classification of these three databases [3,5,7] depends
on the motifs discovered by the motif searching algorithms.
RNA Tetraloop database only includes the motif consisting
of 4-nt nucleotide [9]. Other motifs, such as G-quadruplex,
are missing if the database only includes local structure.
Besides RNA Tetraloop, InterRNA collected and classified
the RNA motifs including quadruples, quintuples and sex
tuples [10]. These databases mentioned above don’t take the
molecules that interact with RNA motif into account. RNA
Bricks presents a molecular environment in which RNA,
protein, metal ions, water molecules and ligands are included
[11]. In order to avoid bias about the parameters obtained
from statistically, Leonti et. al produced nonredundant 3D
RNA structure datasets [12]. All these databases provide
a wealth of data to study the relationship between RNA
function and structure. But so far, there is no classification
database based on global similarity of RNA 3D structure,
which RNAs perform their biological function by folding
into a special 3D structure [13].
In this manuscript, we present RR3DD, an RNA global
structure-based RNA 3D classification Database. The RNAs
are clustered with the similar matrix by average linkage hier
archical clustering algorithm. The similar matrix is generated
by all-to-all alignment of RNA with RMalign, an RNA 3D
structural alignment method based on RMscore [14], which
has been applied in protein-RNA complex structure model
ling [15]. By analysing RR3DD, we study the relationship
between sequence, structure and function of all RNAs in
PDB. By comparing with Rfam, tRNAs that have not been
annotated by Rfam are classified into one family in RR3DD.
Therefore, the classification in RR3DD may afford a way to
annotate RNA in PDB. With the cluster in RR3DD mapped to
the family in Rfam, RR3DD can provide templates for anno
tating a new RNA 3D structure. Finally, we provide a web
interface that is convenient for users to browse RR3DD,
annotate RNA folds and search templates for RNA 3D
modelling.

Materials and methods
RNA 3D structure preparation
RNA chains are extracted from RNA-containing PDB format
files which were downloaded from PDB (29 July 2021
released) [16]. The RNAs with length shorter than 5-nts are
filtered out for that RMalign can’t compare these RNAs with
others. Finally, 7466 RNA chains are kept for classification. In
addition to the structures with PDB format, it includes 950
downloadable RNA-containing structures with mmCIF for
mat in PDB. In order to use RMalign to align these structures,
we downloaded these structures with PDB format-like files
from PDB website. Finally, we get 6135 RNA chains from
these structures. We classified these RNA chains by aligning
them with the centre structures obtained from the classifica
tion of 7466 RNA chains with PDB format. The monomers
which have no base-pairing are ignored to study the relation
ship between RNA sequence and structure [3].

Rfam is a non-coding RNA classification database and have
been mapped to PDB database. In Rfam 14.6, there are 14,412
items and 7079 items that have been mapped to PDB in
pdb_full_region.txt.gz (http://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/
Rfam/CURRENT/database_files/pdb_full_region.txt.gz) and
Rfam.pdb.gz (http://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Rfam/
CURRENT/Rfam.pdb.gz), respectively. To investigate the
relationship between RNA structure and function, we com
pared RR3DD with Rfam on these structures (the details of
the comparison are listed in Tables S1 and S2).
RMalign
In 2019, our group revealed the liner relationship between the
logarithmic length of RNA and the logarithmic radius of
gyration (Rg) of RNA, and described a complex function
relation between the aligned correlation coefficient (ACC)
and RMSD. Based on these, we have developed a novel RNA
3D structural alignment approach RMalign with a size inde
pendent scoring function RMscore [14]. The RMscore
returned by RMalign is used to measure the structural simi
larity of two RNAs. The value of RMscore ranges from 0 to 1,
and 1 represent that two structures are total identical and vice
versa.
RNA global structure clustering
To cluster all RNAs, we use RMalign to align RNA global
structures and construct a similarity matrix based on
RMscore, which contained results of all-to-all alignments for
7466 RNA chains. The average linkage hierarchical clustering
algorithm is used to cluster all RNA structures, which mini
mizes the average distance between all members of paired
clusters. The average distance between two clusters is calcu
lated by formula (1).
Lðr; sÞ ¼

nr X
ns
1 X
Dðxri ; xsj Þ
nr ns i¼1 j¼1

(1)

The r and s represent two clusters. nr and ns represent the
number of cluster r and cluster s. Dðxri ; xsj Þ represent the
distance between two elements of two clusters.
The hierarchical clustering results of 32 riboswitch struc
tures are shown in (Figure 1). The RMscore cut-off is set as
0.45 to cluster the RNA structures. It is because that in our
previous study, RMalign achieved the highest MCC
(MCC = 0.73) while the RMscore cut-off is set as 0.45 in
RNA functional classification [14].

Results
Clustering analysis
These 7466 RNA chains were grouped into 675 clusters by
clustering. After clustering, all the RNA chains are clustered
into 675 folds based on the global 3D structural similarity.
The centre RNA has the minimum average distance (1.0 –
RMscore) between itself and the other RNAs in the same
cluster. For each cluster, the centre RNA structure is chosen
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Figure 1. An example of hierarchical clustering results of riboswitches. We calculated the similarity matrix of 32 riboswitch structures from 10 riboswitch-containing
structures and grouped them by hierarchical clustering. The hierarchical clusters are reported as a tree (or dendrogram). The x axis represents RNA structure ID. The
y axis is the distance between two clusters. The dashed line represents the cut-off of clustering.

as the representative structure and defined as RNA fold. These
clusters are named as fold-x (x ranges from 1 to 675). In
(Figure 2), it shows the number of members in fold-x. And
all the clusters of RNAs are listed in (Table S1). The number
of RNA chains in most folds (69.0%) are less than 5. Clusters
containing only one RNA chain account for 30.1%. There are
11 clusters that include more than 50 members. The largest
cluster named fold-1 includes 2099 RNA chains. To evaluate
whether these RNA chains are classified into the same fold is
reasonable or not, similar to previous study [9], we utilize
PCA (principal component analysis) method to analyse the

structural similarity matrix. The structural similarity matrix is
built based on all-to-all RNA structural alignments. As is
shown in (Figure 3), the RNAs with similar structure are
classified into the same fold. Since tRNAs have special struc
ture, they were clustered into Fold-14 shown in (Figure 3).
The PCA analysis reveals that RNAs in the same fold are close
to each other. The tRNAs are not annotated by Rfam, but they
are clustered into fold-14. The other clusters including more
than 50 RNA chains are Fold-1, Fold-2, Fold-4, Fold-10, Fold14, Fold-27, Fold-53, Fold-56, Fold-152, Fold-155, Fold-424,
respectively. The centroid structure of Fold-27, Fold-53, Fold-

Figure 2. The number of the members in folds. The folds with the number of members less than 30 are not shown.
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Figure 3. The principal components analysis of similarity matrix from all-to-all RNA structure alignments. The different colour except lightgrey represents different
clusters in RR3DD. We coloured the clusters with the number of members more than 50. The fold-14 includes 419 tRNAs. The fold-53 includes 201 23s ribosomal
RNAs. The fold-27 includes 170 5s ribosomal RNAs. The fold-56 includes 246 16s ribosomal RNAs. The fold-155 includes 75 guanine riboswitches. RNA fold is
determined by a hierarchical clustering algorithm and a similar matrix based on RMscore, which is generated by all-to-all (7466x7466) alignments of RNA with
RMalign. The PCA is only used to analysis the distribution of different RNA in PCA space. The PCA analysis reveals that RNAs in the same fold are close to each other
in PCA space.

56 and Fold-155 are 5s rRNA, 23s rRNA, 16s rRNA and
guanine riboswitch, respectively.
Why fold-1 containing the largest number of members?
The largest cluster in RR3DD is fold-1 including 2099 RNA
chains with an average length of 15-nt. The most members of
this cluster form complex with RNA or DNA, and these com
plexes are annotated as ‘SYNTHETIC CONSTRUCT’ (such as
5us2:B) [17] or RNA fragment. The centroid structure (PDB
ID:4k4s, chain ID: G) of this cluster is annotated as
‘SYNTHETIC’ [18]. Most members in this cluster are synthe
tized to analysis the structure and function. Such as PDB ID:
8drh, chain ID: B, Bachelin et al. studied this structure for it
adapts A-form while interacting with phosphorothioate modi
fied DNA. This double helix DNA/RNA hybrid structure can be
recognized and digested by RNase H similar to other unmodified
DNA/RNA hybrid for they have similar global structure [19].
Besides, Fedoroff et al. presented a DNA/RNA complex struc
ture (PDB ID:124d) [20]. By analysing this structure, they found
that the protein and the substrate have close surface comple
mentary and explained the mechanism for RNase H recognize
DNA/RNA duplex. Since these short oligoribonucleotides form
duplex with other molecules, they have the similar 3D structure.
Why is Fold-1 close to Fold-152 in space?
We find that Fold-1 and Fold-152 relatively close in space
shown in (Figure 3), but these two folds are not classified into

one cluster. It’s because that the average length of members is
different. Fold-152 includes 71 RNA chains with average
length 21-nt. The core structure (PDB ID: 2bcz, chain ID:
D) of Fold-152 interacted with other single-strand RNAs
function as all-RNA hairpin ribozyme [21]. This fold also
includes other single-strand RNAs that form hairpin ribo
zyme, such as PDB ID:2p7d, chain ID: C [22]. As shown in
(Figure 3), Fold-1 closes to Fold-152 because both their mem
bers form single-strand chain with nearly number of
nucleotides.
Classification of G-quadruplex-forming RNA
G-rich sequences can adapt a special helical fold known as
G-quadruplex
under
appropriate
conditions
[23].
G-quadruplexes have diverse forms, including propeller
loop, lateral loop and diagonal loop [24]. In RNA world, the
G-quadruplex structure plays an import role in mRNA trans
lation, such as translation inhibition [25] or cap-independent
translation [26]. Since the G-quadruplex is complicated struc
ture, it can be formed by one, two or four RNA chains. For
example, a G-quadruplex-containing RNA aptamer (PDB ID:
4kzd, chain ID: R) that can activate green fluorescence is
different with other G-quadruplex RNA because it only con
tains two layers of G-tetrads [23]. We analysed the classifica
tion of G-quadruplex-formed RNA chains. There are 42 RNA
complex structures with G-quadruplexes in PDB. After split
ting these complexes into monomers, there are 86 RNA
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Table 1. Classification of G-quadruplex (43 G-quadruplex containing RNA
structures).
PDBID:chain Cluster(N) PDBID:chain Cluster(N) PDBID:chain Cluster(N)
2M18_A
227(4)
2M18_B
227(4)
2M18_C
227(4)
2M18_D
227(4)
4XK0_A
123(10) 2KBP_A
208(2)
2KBP_B
208(2)
6JJI_B
657(4)
6JJH_B
657(4)
6E8T_D
290(16) 6E8T_C
290(16) 6E8T_B
290(16)
6E8T_A
290(16) 3IBK_A
321(3)
3IBK_B
321(3)
6E81_A
520(8)
6E84_A
520(8)
6E82_A
520(8)
6E8U_B
290(16) 6E80_A
520(8)
6E8S_A
290(16)
6E8S_B
290(16) 4TS2_X
439(4)
4TS2_Y
439(4)
4TS0_X
439(4)
4TS0_Y
439(4)
4KZE_R
411(10)
4KZD_R
411(10) 4Q9R_R
411(10) 4Q9Q_R
411(10)
5DE8_A
220(7)
5DE8_C
220(7)
5DEA_A
220(7)
5DEA_C
220(7)
5DE5_A
220(7)
5DE5_C
220(7)
6V9D_B
514(15) 6V9D_E
514(15) 6K84_A
660(1)
6V9B_B
514(15) 6V9B_D
514(15) 4RJ1_A
73(16)
4RJ1_B
73(16)
4RNE_A
73(16)
4RNE_B
73(16)
4RNE_C
73(16)
4RNE_D
73(16)
4RNE_E
73(16)
4RNE_F
73(16)
4RNE_G
73(16)
4RNE_H
73(16)
4RKV_A
73(16)
4RKV_B
73(16)
2LA5_A
220(7)
6C64_A
514(15) 6C64_B
514(15) 6C64_D
514(15)
6C65_A
514(15) 6C65_B
514(15) 6C65_C
514(15)
6C63_A
514(15) 6C63_B
514(15) 6C63_C
514(15)
7OAV_A
429(15) 7OAV_B
429(15) 7OAV_C
429(15)
7OAV_D
429(15) 7OA3_A
429(15) 7OA3_B
429(15)
5V3F_A
514(15) 5V3F_B
514(15) 7OAW_A
429(15)
7OAW_B
429(15) 7OAW_C
429(15) 7OAW_D
429(15)
5BJO_E
520(8)
5BJO_Y
520(8)
3MIJ_A
321(3)
5BJP_E
520(8)
5BJP_Y
520(8)
7OAX_A
429(15)
7OAX_B
429(15) 7OAX_C
429(15) 7OAX_D
429(15)
2LI8_B
224(1)
5UDZ_V
381(12) 5UDZ_W
381(12)
N refers to the number of members in the cluster.

chains. As shown in (Table 1), 86 RNA chains are classified
into 16 clusters in RR3DD. Among them, the G-quadruplex
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formed with one RNA chain belongs to the Fold-660. Fold411 consists of four RNA chains (PDB ID: 4kzd, 4kze, 4q9q,
4q9r) with similar 3D structure. Fold-208, Fold-321, Fold-227,
Fold-439 Fold-220, Fold-520, Fold-429 and Fold-514 consists
of 2, 3, 4, 4, 7, 8, 15 and 15 G-quadruplex monomers, respec
tively. The other G-quadruplex monomers are classified into
other folds and shared a fold with the other nonG-quadruplex RNAs. The classifications of G-quadruplex
RNAs indicate that G-quadruplex can be formed by dissimilar
monomers. Therefore, these G-quadruplex-forming RNA
chains are classified into different fold.
The relationship between sequence and structure of RNA
In the previous section, we analyse the clustering results in
RR3DD briefly. The clusters in RR3DD shows the relationship
between structure and function are not a simple one-to-one.
To uncover the relationship between sequence and structure
in RNA, we plot the structural similarity vs sequence identity
of the RNA and the result is shown in (Figure 4), of which
structural similarity is calculated by RMalign and sequence
identity is calculated by needle [27]. The figure is divided into
four areas by the line x = 0.6 (the relationship between
sequence and structure conservation will be weakened if the
sequence identity below this cut-off, ref [28].) and the line
y = 0.45 (this cut-off is set as a transition point between
similar and dissimilar RNA 3D structure). The sequence and
structure are both dissimilar in the lower left in (Figure 3),

Figure 4. The relationship between RNA structure similarity and sequence identity. The sequence identity of the RNA is plotted against the structural similarity in allto-all pairwise comparison of RNA structures in RR3DD. The RNAs without base-pairing are ignored. The sequence identity is calculated by needle. The RNA structure
similarity is measured by RMscore. The lines separate quadrants below and above a sequence (identity = 0.6) and a structure-based threshold (RMscore = 0.45). It
indicates that 5.44% RNAs have similar structure with low sequence identity in the second quadrant. 1.02% RNAs are homologs with similar structure and similar
sequence. The number of structure-based alignments (with RMScore > 0.45) are 5 (=5.44%/1.02%) times more than that of sequence-based alignments.
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which contains 93.42% of all alignments. These points indi
cate that these two RNAs have dissimilar structure and dis
similar sequence. The pairwise alignments between them are
random, which indicates they are not homologs. The points in
upper left represent the alignments with similar structure and
dissimilar sequence, which contains 5.44% of all alignments. It
also indicates that these highly conserved RNA structure can
only be found by structural alignment. These points in the
upper right represent the alignments that both RNA sequence
and structure are similar, which contains 1.02% of all align
ments (these structures with sequence identity and RMscore
are listed in Table S2). Since the number of structure-based
alignments (with RMScore >0.45) are 5 times more than that
of sequence-based alignments, it indicated that structurebased classification method can find more homology structure
than sequence-based classification method. The almost empty
area, which contains 0.12% of all alignments, located in lower
right in (Figure 4) suggest that two RNAs tend to have similar
structure when they have similar sequence. These results
indicate that there is a transition point (sequence iden
tity = 0.6) between similar and dissimilar in RNA, which is
consistent with the previous researches in sequence and struc
ture conservation (sequence identity cut-off = 0.6) of RNA
[28], binding modes (TMm = 0.4) of protein–protein complex
[29], binding modes (complex structure score = 0.45) of
protein-RNA complex [30] and protein [31]. Over all, the
percentage of RNA with dissimilar sequence and dissimilar
structure, with dissimilar sequence and similar structure, and
with similar sequence and similar structure are 93.42%, 5.44%
and 1.02%, respectively. Structure-based alignment approach

can find more remote homology structure templates than
sequence-based approach, which benefits for template-based
RNA, RNA-RNA complex and RNA-protein complex struc
ture prediction. These observations agree with what we have
found in our template-based protein-RNA modelling method
PRIME [30].

Comparing RR3DD with Rfam
Based on the mapping Rfam to PDB, we compare RR3DD
with Rfam. To illustrate the effect of sequence, secondary and
3D structure on RNA classification, the relationship between
RR3DD and Rfam are analysed. Since the classification of
Rfam for RNA in PDB is based on the results of Infernal,
one RNA may belong to more than one family (such as 1c2w:
B belongs to RF02543, RF02541 and RF02540) and some
RNAs do not belong to any family (such as 2zni:D). Finally,
a total of 1861 RNA chains in Rfam are mapped to RR3DD
(Table S1), which include 170 clusters in RR3DD and 79
families in Rfam. The mapping results are listed in (Table
S1) and the results of top 10 folds more than 30 members are
shown in (Figure 5), respectively. In (Figure 5), it shows that
each RNA fold is mapped into several families in Rfam. Here,
a case about tRNA is analysed in detail to illustrate the
difference between RR3DD and Rfam. 419 RNAs with similar
3D structures are assigned to Fold-14 in RR3DD. And these
tRNAs are assigned to RF00005 (annotated as tRNA),
RF01852 (annotated as tRNA-sec), RF00390 (annotated
UPSK RNA), RF00233 (annotated tRNA-like elements) and
RF02340 (annotated Dengue virus SLA) in Rfam. RNAs

Figure 5. Mapping RNA fold database RR3DD into Rfam. The RNA folds of RR3DD are mapped to Rfam. Top 9 folds with more than 30 members are shown. The
x-axis represents the RNA folds. The y-axis represents that the number of the structures in each RNA fold. The same colour belongs to the same families in Rfam. It
can be seen that each RNA fold is mapped into several families in Rfam. For example, the Fold-27, Fold-156, Fold-188 and Fold-356 are mapped into one family in
Rfam and the Fold-59 is mapped into four families in Rfam. The different fold may perform the same function. For example, both Fold-26 and Fold-55 are mapped
into RF02540 (wheat), RF02541 (mintcream) and RF02543 (deeppink) in Rfam. These data come from pdb_full_region.txt in Rfam.
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without annotation in Rfam share the similar with fold-14 in
RR3DD (Figure S1). For example, an RNA chain annotated
with bacterial tRNA (PDB ID: 2zni chain ID: D) is not
assigned to any family in Rfam. And RR3DD can find the
similar structure with different annotation in the same fold.
For example, 6mj0 is a tRNA-like structure that includes
tRNA-like structure (TLS) and upstream pseudoknot domain
(UPD), which has similar functions to tRNA [32]. Therefore,
the difference between RR3DD and Rfam is that RR3DD can
annotate RNA function by structural alignment. Since RNAs
with similar secondary structure may have dissimilar 3D
structures (Figure S2) and RNAs with similar structure may
have different functions (Figure S3), a structure-based classi
fication database, RR3DD, can be used to study the relation
ship between RNA structure and function.
Classification of tRNA
tRNA adopts cloverleaf structure transports amino acid to ribo
some [33], and its length varied from 76 to 90-nt [34]. Since
these RNAs have the same functions, most tRNA have been
classified into one family (RF00005) in Rfam. According to the
mapping from Rfam to PDB, there are 410 RNA chains anno
tated with tRNA or tRNA-sec. In RR3DD, these tRNA chains
belong to 6 clusters. Among them, 419 tRNA chains are classi
fied in Fold-14 while the other 22 chains belong to other five
different clusters. The PDB ID of centre structure of Fold-14 is
3wfs (chain ID:B) annotated as tRNA in complex with enzyme
[35]. Since these RNAs annotated with tRNA have not been
classified into one cluster in RR3DD, we want to figure out the
reason. By aligning these structures to the members of Fold-14,
we found that the average distance between these tRNAs and
members of Fold-14 are lower than 0.45. These tRNA chains
have a lower similarity to the fold of Fold-14 because these
tRNAs miss nucleotides or undergo a big conformational
change in forming complexes [36,37] [e.g. 5u4j:x, 4zdp:E].
Although tRNAs perform the same function, they may have
dissimilar 3D structures as expected (Figure S4). Overall, 419
tRNAs are classified into one cluster in RR3DD, which may
afford a way to annotate RNA functions.
Classification of riboswitch
Riboswitches play vital role in the mechanism of bacteria and
archaea [38,39]. Its length ranges from 50 to 250-nt [40]. The

typical structure includes two function domains: aptamer and
expression platform. Riboswitch can directly interact with
ligands without the involvement of protein factors to regulate
gene expression [38]. At present, riboswitches have been
classified into nearly 40 groups based on their functions
[41]. Here, we analysed the classification of riboswitch RNA
in RR3DD. These riboswitches have been classified into 31
clusters. Since these riboswitches can bind different ligands,
these riboswitches have different structure in general. Fold155 have the most riboswitches. In Fold-155, the centroid
structure is 6uc8 (chain ID: B), which is annotated as guanine
riboswitch and bind to 8-aminoguanine [42]. The fold of
riboswitches and the functions of centroid structure are listed
in (Table 2).
Classification of RNA chains in mmCIF files
After filtering out the structure that RMalign can’t align, there
are 6135 RNA chains in mmCIF format structures finally. In
PDB website, it also gives us a link to get PDB-like format for
these mmCIF format structures. To check whether these
structures in PDB-like format are similar to the folds obtained
from the RNA chains in PDB-format or not, we aligned these
structures with the centre structures defined before. If the
structure has the most similar centre structure and the
RMscore between them larger than 0.45, we classified the
structure into the fold that the centre structure belongs to.
After that, we found that 96.12% (5897/6135) of these struc
tures can be classified into 115 folds defined before. And then,
we classified the left 238 RNA chains into 105 folds as we do
before and named these folds with from Fold-676 to Fold-780.
About 54% of these RNAs are annotated as mRNA. Many
mRNAs are linear structures for they have been unwound into
single strand chains, which can be translated by ribosome [43]
[44] . Therefore, they are grouped into different folds due to
conformational difference. The classification of RNA chains
from mmCIF format structures and the comparison to Rfam
14.6 are listed in (Table S3).
Web interface of RR3DD
We implement a web interface that is convenient for users to
browse RR3DD, annotate RNA fold and search templates for
RNA 3D modelling. By mapping the RR3DD cluster to Rfam

Table 2. The classification of riboswitches.
CORE STRUCTURE
6UC8_B
2QWY_C
2HOJ_A
5FKG_A
6YMK_M
4JF2_A
3Q3Z_A
3VRS_A
4GXY_A
6UET_A
4RUM_A
5BTP_A
5DDO_A
6CK4_B
6C27_A
6PMO_A

FOLD(NUMBERS)
155(75)
157(8)
180(24)
192(29)
20(39)
236(7)
369(2)
384(5)
405(3)
413(6)
437(1)
453(12)
469(2)
506(18)
567(2)
661(1)

ANNOTATION
Guanine riboswitch
SAM-II riboswitch
TPP riboswitch
SAM-I riboswitch aptamer
SAM riboswitch
PreQ1-II riboswitch
C-di-GMP-II riboswitch
Fluoride riboswitch
Adenosylcobalamin riboswitch
SAM-IV riboswitch
NiCo riboswitch
ZTP riboswitch
L-glutamine riboswitch
PRPP riboswitch
SAM-II riboswitch
T-box riboswitch
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CORE STRUCTURE
2QBZ_X
3F4G_Y
3DIG_X
3E5C_A
3UCZ_R
3OWW_A
4LVW_A
4FRN_A
4LCK_F
6N5K_A
4RZD_A
4Y1J_B
5DDP_A
5NZ3_A
3Q50_A

FOLD(NUMBERS)
274(3)
296(30)
309(16)
311(3)
323(17)
359(23)
378(12)
403(4)
410(15)
432(16)
438(1)
454(14)
470(6)
527(13)
90(27)

ANNOTATION
Ykok riboswitch aptamer
Fmn riboswitch
Lysine riboswitch
SAM-III riboswitch
C-di-GMP riboswitch
Glycine riboswitch
THF riboswitch
Cobalamin riboswitch aptamer
T-BOX RIBOSWITCH STEM I
unclear
PreQ1-III Riboswitch
yybP-ykoY riboswitch
L-glutamine riboswitch
guanidine III riboswitch
PreQ1 riboswitch
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family, web interface of RR3DD can provide template struc
ture for RNA. In web interface of RR3DD, the user can
submit the Rfam ID or 3D structure of an RNA. If the user
submits the family ID of Rfam, the webserver will query
RR3DD and return the results corresponding to the family
ID, and then provide the centroid structure of the cluster as
the fold. If the user submits the 3D structure of an RNA, the
webserver will employ RMalign to search and output the most
similar RNA 3D structure in RR3DD.

Discussion and conclusion
In this manuscript, we present RR3DD, which is currently the
only database that classifies RNA structures based on the simi
larity of RNA global 3D structures. RMalign was employed to
generate a similarity matrix for all RNA chains in the PDB. The
RNAs are then clustered with the average linkage hierarchical
clustering algorithm. A total of 13,601 RNA chains are clus
tered into 780 folds. In RR3DD, by analysing the relationship
between RNA structure and sequence, we find that the RNA
structure is more conserved than sequence. The classification of
tRNA and G-quadruplex in RR3DD illustrates that the rela
tionship between RNA structure and RNA function is not
simple one-to-one. By comparing RR3DD with Rfam, we
found that each RNA fold is mapped into several families in
Rfam. Therefore, RR3DD can provide templates for RNA 3D
structure modelling. Finally, we provide the web interface of
RR3DD, which provides the services of browsing database,
annotating RNA fold and providing 3D templates for RNA
3D homology modelling.

Accession codes
The web interface can be accessed at http://rnabinding.com/RR3DD.
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